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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: The article contends that social work is politically constructed, that its values, principles and commitments are deeply shaped by ideology through the political dimension at all levels of social work intervention, and that social work needs not only to embrace, but also to reshape its political ideology, discourse and political movements.

APPROACH: It is argued that the articulation of social work values and principles are an expression of ideology, and that political ontology of social workers’ lives precedes their epistemological and methodological choices. From this premise, the article claims that socialism informs progressive social work values, and that a materialist analysis can influence our understanding of social problems and social relations within deregulated capitalist societies.

CONCLUSIONS: Firstly, this article synthesises the Marxist approach of ideology and its relations with ideology in social work. Secondly, it draws out the key insights about the so-called “radical” or “structural” perspective in social work, and the commitments and challenges of its advocates. Finally, it explores and proposes insights on the political ideology of social work for the 21st century.
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In order to appreciate that social work is politically constructed, one must understand two main propositions. First, social work values and principles are an historical and social cultural expression of ideology. Social work values emerge from inside a political ontology. As McKendrick and Webb (2014, p. 357) argue, “social work involves articulating an ontology of the political subject.” By political ontology, I point to the social organisation, which contextualises and specifies an ontology of being. The recognition of a political ontology for practice was expressed earlier in the development of the profession in the work of Jessica Taft and Virginia Robinson, the founders of the “functional school” at the Pennsylvania School of Social Work in the 1930s (Lundy, 2011). Second, social work commitments have their origins in struggles between human beings as to the means by which rights and wellbeing were progressively acknowledged or achieved. Throughout the history of the profession, social work has been committed to promote human rights, social justice and address the root causes of poverty, oppression and inequalities (Gray & Webb, 2013a).

The political ontology of social workers is logically antecedent to epistemological and methodological choices. Social work finds itself inside politically generated social systems or agencies, organisations, and the apparatus of the state. This claim is deeply rooted in the ontological assumptions about the nature of the political reality in all societies (Hay, 2006). The recognition of a political ontology in turn undergirds McKendrick and Webb’s (2014) ideas.
about forms of life which make possible the lineaments of what may count as a just society. By examining the political ontology of social work, social workers can examine their political ideas and values. Hay (2006, p. 80) explains that, “ontology relates to being, to what is, to what exists, to the constituent units of reality; political ontology, by extension, relates to political being, to what is politically, to what exists politically, and to the units that comprise political reality.”

Political ontology thereby provides a conceptual ground to begin to examine the ways that ideology shapes social work. An understanding of the social work values, principles, commitments, theories and approaches is an exercise shaped by ideology. Such reflection shows the constitutive features of how social work is politically constructed at all levels of its intervention. In this sense, Hay (2006, pp. 80–81) explains that “the analyst’s ontological position is, then, her answer to the question: What is the nature of the social and political reality to be investigated? Alternatively, what exists that we might acquire knowledge of?”. Clearly, it can be argued that the political ontology of social work precedes the epistemological and methodological choices. Manifestations of ideology are found in the social forms of life, especially the work of social workers. Arguably, the profession was born with a political stance. As Lundy (2011, p. 52) explains, “social workers such as Jane Addams, Bertha Reynolds, Sophonisba Breckinridge, and Mary van Kleck were leaders in the early human rights movements,” and in political and social work activism. However, nowadays that political stance remains a notoriously difficult construct to capture.

The detailed elaboration of these arguments entails some complexity, but the central tenet is quite simple. Social workers need to engage in a reflexive examination of the ontological roots of their political ideology. How to manoeuvre inside the ontology of place, location, and work? What do people do to make social work? How do they reflect on, talk about, and create abstractions and generalisations from their practice to constitute the social work profession as such? How is social work made and what is it made of? What are its constituent parts and how do social workers make them fit together? What kinds of values, principles, commitments, theories and approaches govern its functioning and its changes? What imaginary or ideology drives social workers and their projects? These questions immediately establish a simple analytical agenda for social work to assume a political stance (Duarte, 2016; Gray & Webb, 2013a; McKendrick & Webb, 2014). However, Hay (2006, p. 81) reminds us that “no political analysis can proceed in the absence of assumptions about political ontology”. Among others, Hay (2006, p. 81) suggests that one of the ontological issues by which political analysts formulate assumptions is related to “the relationship between structure and agency, context, and conduct”.

Thus, social workers make ontological assumptions in either direct intervention or the field of education and research, and these assumptions shape their approach to political analysis and cannot simply be justified by an appeal to an evidential base (Hay, 2006). McKendrick and Webb (2014) acknowledge that the aspects of social structure and agency justify the need for reshaping political ideology in social work. Likewise, Gray and Webb (2013a) emphasise the need for “redefining the project of the Left in social work in terms of a ‘radicalisation’ of theory and practice” (McKendrick & Webb, 2014, p. 358).

The epistemology of social work refers to the “philosophy” of its knowledge. It refers to the assumptions that social work makes about the knowledge of reality, its social norms and problems. What legitimates its knowledge, theory and practice? The answer is epistemology. The point is that the claims of social workers are shaped by manifestations of a working and applied ideology, and they embody a preference for certain political explanations
(Gray & Webb, 2013a; Hay, 2006; McKendrick & Webb, 2014). As Hay (2006, p. 83) observed, “epistemological assumptions are invariably ontologically loaded.” This implies that social work must reflect about the nature of its ontology to establish or reshape the significance of its ideology.

To advance this reflection this article examines the political ideology of social work. Elements of this argument were explained and illustrated in greater detail in “The return of the political in social work” (Gray & Webb, 2009), “The new politics of social work” (Gray & Webb, 2013b), McKendrick and Webb’s (2014) article “Taking a political stance in social work,” and extended in Duarte’s (2016) article, “(Building) a political agenda for social work”.

Thus, the debate offered by this article lies not only in whether social work is a product of what can be termed as left-wing ideology but where on that spectrum the readership of the article perceives social work as being formed.

The role of ideology in social work

The point about ideology is that “mainstream” social work in western countries has failed to clarify its own ideology and to reflect critically on the origins of their own values, principles and commitments (Carey & Foster, 2011/2013; Gray & Webb, 2009; Gray & Webb, 2013a; McKendrick & Webb, 2014; Peters, 2008). Peters (2008, p. 179) argues that “social work has identified itself as both an academic discipline and a profession and in doing so has created a space where science, theory, ideology and ethics exist together.”

The expression of a political direction following from the political ontology of social work needs to be negotiated. Such negotiation and participation occur at the macro, mezzo and micro levels of the political realm, but are also informed by competing or complementary conceptualisations of identity politics. As Ferguson (2009a) observed, Gray and Webb’s (2009) article (“The return of the political”) was a welcome contribution to this debate. As Ferguson does emphasise however, in order to assume a political stance, social work needs “to draw on whatever theoretical resources of wider critique are currently available; social work’s theory base is not, and cannot be, a closed system” (Ferguson, 2009a, p. 212).

The discussion proposed here focuses on the political stance of social work and its ideological identity. I regard ideology as inherent to social work values, principles and commitments but also to its theories and approaches. The idea of taking a political stance requires reshaping social work ideology, a formal, ideologically derived conceptual framework which constitutes and reflects social work values, principles and commitments, its theories and approaches (Lundy, 2011). The potential of reshaping and assuming a clear political ideology for social work constitutes the commitment to an active participation of social work in the political and public arenas. Such commitments are necessary in order to represent and speak on behalf of the most vulnerable, who fall outside the “neoliberal normativity,” i.e., the poor and the homeless, the unemployed, racialised people, women, children and youth, the LGBTQ community, ethnic minorities, older adults, people with disabilities, and the refugees and migrants moving across international borders, fleeing conflicts and persecution or other life-threatening situations (Gray & Webb, 2013b; McKendrick & Webb, 2014).

This leads us to think about ideology. As Taylor-Gooby (1985) explains, the idea of ideology involves the claim that people’s ideas, beliefs, attitudes and values cannot be taken for granted, but they may contend a coherent explanation. Thus, in order to interpret those explanations, one requires an understanding of ideology. The presumption that social work needs to be
able to participate in the political and public arenas “without shame” has become central to contemporary debates about the nature of the politics of social work (Ferguson, 2009a; Gray & Webb, 2009, 2013a; McKendrick & Webb, 2014; Peters, 2008).

The common view of ideologies is that they are systems of belief that guide our choices and behaviours, and indeed justify our thoughts, actions and theories (Bailey & Gayle, 2008; Goodwin, 2007; Lundy, 2011). As Bailey and Gayle (2008) explain, structures, systems of power and advantage play a central role in maintaining the development of points of view. Carey and Foster (2011, 2013) also emphasised that ideology can be used to manipulate, distort or generate illusionary thought or feelings or actions. Thus, as Eagleton (1991) elucidated, ideology has a whole range of useful meanings, and not all formulations are compatible with one another.

In contrast, Marx and Engels (1846, 1976) saw ideology as a problematic or faulty method for generating accounts of the world. For them, and for a generation of Marxists that followed, ideology was a pejorative, rather than an inevitable or necessary element of social thought. Thus ideology was most often associated with idealism: that is, with the circulation of ideas, of thought, of concepts, rather than with the lives and activities of actual people. Ideology came to be characterised as a manifestation of a ruling class, as hegemonic, and as oppressive.

Smith (1990), who worked from Marx and Engels, focused on ideological practices.

By questioning the relationship between ideology and the power of the dominant class, social work has the opportunity to achieve a new momentum for social and political action in accordance with its own values and commitments. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify common ideological ideals and beliefs within social work values,
principles and commitments stated in the International Federation of Social Workers Statement of Ethical Principles (IFSW, 2012a), in most of the National Codes of Ethics of Social Work adopted by IFSW Member organisations (IFSW, 2012b), and in the Global Agenda for Social Work and Social Development (IFSW, IASSW & ICSW, 2012).

The global definition of social work (IFSW, 2014) approved by the IFSW General Meeting and the International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW) General Assembly in July 2014 which took place in Melbourne, Australia, defines social work as a:

… practice-based profession and an academic discipline that promotes social change and development, social cohesion, and the empowerment and liberation of people. Principles of social justice, human rights, collective responsibility and respect for diversities are central to social work. Underpinned by theories of social work, social sciences, humanities and indigenous knowledge, social work engages people and structures to address life challenges and enhance wellbeing. (IFSW, 2014)

The analysis of this international definition requires us to accept social work, as a profession and academic discipline, as a site of dialogue and a site of struggle. Thus far, this international definition entails a process of negotiation of ideas, beliefs, attitudes and values that can be viewed as embedded in certain ideological beliefs that guide the social work profession’s core mandates. Thus, to interpret those core mandates and principles requires an understanding of ideology. If this is right, we must rethink and reshape social work’s approach to ideology. As argued above, social work is politically constructed. Therefore, the social conditions, and social contradictions and conflicts of life in globalised advanced capitalist societies informs social work values, principles and commitments, and can deeply influence the understanding of social problems and social relations within capitalist society.

It is this social ground which, in turn, gives rise, variously to fascism, conservatism, liberalism, socialism, anarchism, communism, and so forth. As people come to be positioned inside complex and refractory social relations, so too do they variously come to articulate their positions and their interests. No less is true for social workers. However, as a profession, a cognoscenti, or intellectual leadership has attempted to articulate and to develop an ideological framework of professional attribution. Thus social work is x, y, z, and if practitioners are to legitimately claim their place inside the profession, they must adhere to these elements.

Some social workers found expression by joining and allying with working-class movements struggling for equality and social justice and became, in time, mediators between the state and the people (Ferguson, 2009b, 2013; Lundy, 2011). It could be argued that socialism (or democratic socialism) informs social work values, principles and commitments. Both socialism and social work have a common understanding and shared interests about the collective needs in relationship to the individual. They also share a belief that social justice is a goal for all in society, and that those actions and policies to achieve social justice should emerge from a more equitable distribution of wealth and knowledge among classes.

Drawing on Gray and Webb’s (2013b) and McKendrick and Webb’s (2014) arguments, I shall begin to highlight Marx’s conception of ideology (Marx & Engels, 1846, 1976). Smith (1990) explains that Marx’s understanding of ideology relates to the procedures that mask and suppress the grounding of social science. According to Smith (1990, p. 35), Marx’s method proposes “ideological definitive procedures or methods of thinking and reasoning about social relations and processes.” Therefore, ideology defines a kind of practice in thinking about society. To think ideologically is to think in a distinctive and desirable way.
Another influential account of ideology, based on Marx’s ideas, was offered by Mannheim (1936). He argued that at the heart of any ideology exist certain utopian ideas that inform how society should be organised. The significance of this is that these concepts/ideas speak powerfully to social work values, principles and commitments. It helps to illuminate the nature and social identity of social work. Therefore, those social work values, principles and commitments prescribe how society should be viewed and organised. Marx’s analysis of ideology captured precisely the conception of ideology based on the nature of knowledge. For him, knowledge is relative to the time, place and thinker or to all three (Goodwin, 2007).

Thus, those social work values, principles and commitments stated in the IFSW Statement of Ethical Principles (IFSW, 2012a), in most of the National Codes of Ethics of Social Work adopted by IFSW Member organisations (IFSW, 2012b), and in the Global Agenda for Social Work and Social Development (IFSW, IASSW & ICSW, 2012) surely help the framing of ideology. My point about social work taking a political stance is that, in thinking about politics, it is impossible to think non-ideologically or in a “value-free” way (Goodwin, 2007). As argued above, if ideology is as Smith (1990) argues, a method, or way of working, and if there is an alternative method might it be possible to work non-ideologically? Therefore, it can be argued that social work values, principles and commitments are symptoms of ideology. Social workers who claim not to have an ideology, but strongly advocate for social and economic equality, social justice and human rights, are actually voicing a part of socialist ideology even unwittingly.

Arguably, social work values, principles and commitments easily influence the use of political concepts and language and even the form of logic used to prove political points (Goodwin, 2007). In other words, the functions of social work ideology can be clearly identified. Social work should become clear about the ideological nature of its own values. The political ontology can be easily identified and expressed in the everyday life of the social worker as social workers identify and reflect on the organisation of their every-day work in situ, on the funding of their workplaces, on their participation in wage or salaried labour, in the organisation of unions, in critical reflection on policies and procedures, and in participating in political and social movements.

A recognition of the ideological foundations of social work informs the demand that social workers should take political positions, and that social work practice is inherently and incorrigibly political as Gray and Webb (2013a) claimed. The presumption that social workers need to be politically engaged has become central to much contemporary social work theory (Gray & Webb, 2013a; McKendrick & Webb, 2014). Despite the call for political engagement, the political gains achieved by social workers do not seem to be widely recognised.

The radical perspectives in social work: commitments and challenges

What is radical social work? This question has been posed many times over the past four decades (Bailey & Brake, 1980; Corrigan & Leonard, 1978; Ferguson, 2009a, 2011, 2013, 2016; Ferguson & Lavalette, 2007, 2013; Ferguson & Woodward, 2009; Gray & Webb, 2013b; Ioakimidis, 2016; Lavalette, 2011; Lavalette & Ioakimidis, 2011; Leonard, 1980; McKendrick & Webb, 2014; Mullaly, 2007; Pease, 2013; Pease & Nipperess, 2016). Radical and structural perspectives on social work emphasise how the oppressive structural relations of capitalism are the root causes of social problems and inequalities. To some extent, radical social work follows a socialist-collectivist perspective of society that rejects capitalism and economic neoliberal approaches to economy, i.e., market justice, because that is inconsistent with a reasonable level of welfare provision.
Radical social work brings a critique of capitalist structures and the production of inequality and exploitation. It embodies a Marxist view of ideology and progressive social work values. As argued above, Marxist-based approaches, like radical and structural social work, rely primarily on a structural analysis and place their emphasis on social, economic and political relations that influence social and material conditions and create alienating social structures (Bailey & Brake, 1980; Carniol, 1992; Corrigan & Leonard, 1978; Ferguson, 2009a, 2011, 2013, 2016; Ferguson & Lavalette, 2007, 2013; Ferguson & Woodward, 2009; Gray & Webb, 2013a; Ioakimidis, 2016; Lavalette, 2011; Lavalette & Ioakimidis, 2011; Leonard, 1980; Mullaly, 2007; Pease, 2013; Pease & Nipperess, 2016).

The ideas about radical social work have been viewed as “a dangerous modern heresy” by some “mainstream” social workers (Pease & Nipperess, 2016). Drawing on Baines (2011), Pease and Nipperess (2016, p. 9) explain that mainstream social work applies a different framework of thinking about how to respond to social problems. It is a framework in which economic and social systems are treated as neutral. They argue that ecological and systems theories, solution-focused social work, strength-based perspectives and evidence-based practice deny the influence of social and political forces in people’s problems. The language and ideas of radical and structural social work should not be dismissed by mainstream social work as they provide an insightful frame for doing what mainstream social work does not do, and that is interrogate the underlying political dimension of social work (Baines, 2011; Gray & Webb, 2013a; McKendrick & Webb, 2014). But, I would argue that the underlying values, principles and commitments of both radical and mainstream social work are the same: they both share the same outlook (IFSW, 2012a, 2012b; IFSW, IASSW & ICSW, 2012). Nevertheless, I argue that those values, principles and commitments define and inform the rationale of social work ideology. The issue therefore is not about what social work practice should do but if, and to what extent, a political stance is adopted, a more encompassing analysis, ideologically driven according the values, principles and commitments of social work (IFSW, 2012a, 2012b; IFSW, IASSW & ICSW, 2012).

With a focus on class-based oppression, radical social work provides useful insight into forms of resistance against neoliberal capitalism. According to Erik Olin Wright (2009, p. 102), Marx “conceives classes as being structured by mechanisms of dominance and exploitation, in which economic positions accord some people power over the lives and activities of others”. This means that the power exercised by the dominant class shapes the formulation of laws, the definition of social institutions, and the allocation of funding, which leads to several structural inequalities among classes, i.e., wealth, power, status. For that reason, the mechanisms of class analysis—domination and exploitation—are a consequence of the power relations of those who have effective control of the economic resources. So, the power over these economic resources results in different forms of exploitation. On the one hand, the acquisition of economic benefits for the labour market (i.e., imposition of lower wages and weak job protection) and on the other hand, the restriction of access to certain kinds of resources or positions, such as social benefits, affordable housing, level of education, and health care (Wright, 2015). Therefore, as Ferguson (2011, p. 129) recognised, this approach to class provides a coherent explanation for social work on the development of high levels of class-based inequality. It provides also a framework for understanding the ways in which the
neoliberal agenda has reshaped social work and social welfare (Corrigan & Leonard, 1978), including the privatisation of public services and increased managerialism within health and social care (Baines, 2011).

By and large, there is nothing radical about social work positioning itself between the citizens and the competing neoliberal interests. I argue that radical social work provides the lens and tools to closely examine the influence of social and economic structures as well as the political and ideological context of relations of injustice, power, oppression, exploitation, domination and inequality promoted and reinforced by capitalism. It further contributes by providing a critique of the dominant classes and institutions, and detailing social problems and social relations through a materialist perspective (McKendrick & Webb, 2014). Recently, Ioakimidis (2016, p. 1) highlighted “the dichotomy between a social worker as a nine-to-five state agent and five-nine activist.” He explained that radical social work always incorporates elements of political action. Examples of social work political action in the 21st century are: the Social Work Action Network (SWAN) created in 2004 in the United Kingdom (UK) (SWAN, 2004; Ferguson & Lavalette, 2007); and the “Orange Tide,” a social-action movement organised by the Spanish General Council on Social Work (Consejo General del Trabajo Social). The Orange Tide was born on the 15th of September 2012, and brought together social workers and service users to protest against austerity measures (Ferguson, 2016; Ioakimidis, 2016; Truell, 2014a, 2014b). Arguably, both SWAN and the Orange Tide become the 21st century model for social workers as an expression of radical and progressive social work, deeply rooted in social work values, principles, and commitments. As Ferguson and Lavalette (2007, p. 55) emphasised, “radical movements in social work have often developed in response to wider social movements, and these new movements can influence social work in the spheres of ethics, ideology, and collective approaches.” In the past, the radical social work movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s grew up from women’s or civil rights movements, and trade union rallies (Ferguson & Lavalette, 2007; Ioakimidis, 2016; Mullaly, 2007). These social work collective movements have fought for social change and social justice.

Notwithstanding all these are examples of social work mobilisation, nowadays the challenges for social work are everywhere, as observed by Baines (2016, p. xi). The continuing “growth of managerialism, decrease of government funding, and the decline of social care and justice” are only a few examples of social work struggles. The patriarchal neoliberal ideology and its capitalist wave, the politics of austerity, the violation of human rights, gender-based violence against women and towards the LGBTQ community, the recent rise of bigotry and racism fueled by political populism across different western nations, the backlash against refugees and migrants moving across international borders who are fleeing from conflict and persecution or other life-threatening situations, and the violations of Indigenous rights and natural sources pose a tremendous challenge for social work.

Therefore, social work continues to be profoundly affected by these global structural issues. In the 21st century, social workers are both asked, and challenged, to stand against all these attacks on core social work values, principles, and commitments. This requires that social work acknowledge the political dimensions of all practice and the need to engage in multifaceted struggles to regain influence within the political and public arena. As argued by Gray and Webb (2013a) and McKendrick and Webb (2014), to assume a political stance, social workers need to reshape and assume a leftist political ideology rooted in progressive socialist values to confront those proponents of a neoliberal capitalism who constantly try to redefine, limit and reject the core values, principles and commitments of social work.
The political ideology of social work for the 21st century

The idea of proposing a political agenda for social workers and their professional corpus can be dangerous. Perhaps it cannot be achieved universally on a global basis, but the negotiation of such a political agenda can be driven by a set of political assumptions formally articulated by social work values, principles and commitments. Ferguson (2009a) challenged Gray and Webb (2009) asking, “Where’s the beef?” He suggested that, to assume a political stance, social workers’ commitments need content. Arguing for a political agenda entails the identification and recognition of progressive (enlightening, emancipatory and anti-oppressive) forms for social work ideology. If this is right, then social workers need to work for a social work ideology which is progressive, left-oriented and rooted in socialist principles.

According to Pease and Nipperess (2016, p. 5), social work must take into consideration five progressive principles as proposed by Allan (2009, pp. 40–41): “(1) A commitment to work towards greater social justice and equality for those who are oppressed and marginalised within society; (2) A commitment to work alongside the oppressed and marginalised populations; (3) A commitment to question taken-for-granted and dominant assumptions and beliefs; (4) An analysis of power relations which serve to marginalise and oppress particular populations in society; (5) An orientation towards emancipatory personal and social change”. These are binding principles that back up the social work values, principles and commitments stated in the IFSW Statement of Ethical Principles (IFSW, 2012a), in the National Codes of Ethics of Social Work adopted by IFSW member organisations (IFSW, 2012b), and in the Global Agenda for Social Work and Social Development (IFSW, IASSW & ICSW, 2012).

A political agenda for social work, surely entails the framing of social work ideology. As I argued before, much of what passes for social work values, principles and commitments, despite objectivist, evidence-based, therapeutically individualist, and positivist methods and approaches adopted by many in the profession, there remains a foundation or root in socialist ideals and beliefs. Mullaly (2007) argues that there is a need for a progressive social work vision, a conceptualisation of society, a setting of goals to be achieved. Without a vision, social work cannot change society. For example, using the Canadian Association of Social Workers (CASW) Code of Ethics as a point of departure, Mullaly (2007, p. 51) argued that a progressive social work view needs to be included in the social work code of ethics, through a clear philosophical statement rooted in humanitarian and egalitarian ideals. He claims that these two ideals provide a vision of society characterised by humanitarianism and egalitarianism. Thus, to reshape its political ideology, social work needs to define and adopt a consistent set of social, economic and political beliefs consistent with progressive (egalitarian, emancipatory and anti-oppressive) social work ideals to confront and transform the nature of capitalist exploitation that affects the most vulnerable human beings and working-class citizens.

Conclusion

The underpinning argument of this article is that social work values, principles and commitments represent an expression of ideology, rooted in socialist ideals based on a materialist analysis of society. These progressive social work ideals have found expression in radical and structural perspectives on social work. Although it could be argued that social work values, principles and commitments define and inform the rationale of a progressive social work ideology, left-oriented and rooted in socialist ideals, these principles need to be more explicitly articulated and adopted by the profession/discipline as a whole. This would include ensuring that all social work programmes educate students on political ideologies and indicate the relationship of social work to socialism.
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